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Hello From The Head-Teacher 
Like the rest of you, I have been thoroughly enjoying 

reading our school magazine and finding out so much 

about what you have all been doing and what your 

interests are, as well as information about members of 

staff I would never have known otherwise. It is strange to 

think that I would know very little of this had it not been 

for this very difficult time we are living through. Therefore 

at times such as these it is important to look for the 

positives that can come out of challenging situations. 

A couple of days ago I read about a paramedic who went into a supermarket to 

buy some groceries. When he got there he was faced with the long queues we 

have all seen and experienced. However, on this occasion everybody in the queue 

waved him to the front. Once inside the other customers allowed him to be the 

first to the checkout where one generous customer even paid for his shopping! 

This shows incredible kindness and generosity in these hard days. 

One of the events I missed last week, due to the school closing suddenly, was our 

end of term Easter assembly at the church. For Christians the Easter story is one 

about how good can come from sadness. When Jesus was crucified on the cross 

this was an incredibly dark time but then when he rose again this gave light and 

joy to his followers.  

Easter is a time to celebrate new life in the form of eggs, chicks, flowers and 

bunnies and to look forward, which is something we all need to do at this time. 

In the last edition of the magazine I read about Jake, Sienna and Ellie and the 

rainbows they had put in their windows as part of the rainbow trail. It has been 

wonderful to see so many of these in the windows of homes up and down the 

country. Of course, a rainbow is also a perfect symbol of colour and joy following 

grey clouds and rain.  

I hope the Easter bunny has managed to pay you a visit this weekend, despite the 

travel restrictions, and that you are getting to enjoy an egg or two whilst staying 

at home. I also hope this weekend you get to experience a positive activity, which 

you may not have done otherwise, and I look forward to reading about it in the 

next issue. 

Happy Easter and take care  

David Oldham 



WHAT’S INSIDE? 
Issue 3 – 11h April 2020

1) COVER  

Easter Cards by Key Worker Children 

2) WELCOME  

Headteacher’s Message 

4) THE DRAYTONIAN  

A message from the editor. 

5) OUR LIFE IN AUSTRALIA 

Mrs Holmes and her daughter, Orla, tell us what 

life is like on the other side of the world 

8) RAINBOW BRIGHT 

You share some more of your beautiful rainbows 

with us. 

8) CATERPILLAR DIARY 

Two weeks on – how big are the caterpillars? 

9) PHOTO MAGIC 

Mrs Haynes shares a hidden talent and some of 

her amazing photos! 

10) HOW TO MAKE A BIRD BOX  

Harry W tells us how to make a bird box just like 

his! 

11) HABITAT HOMES 

Dexter shows us the best way to create homes for 

creatures in the wild. 

12) NATURE STORIES  

Jack and Hollie share two nature stories with us. 

13) CHEETAHS! 

Find out all about Cheetahs with Oscar’s fact file. 

16) ON THE BALL 

Mr Arden tests you on your football knowledge! 

17) MY CAT TEDDY  

Autumn tells us all about her mischievous cat! 

18) POETRY TIME 

Amy raps about DJS whilst Ms Leigh shares a verse 

20) COOL COOKERY 

You share your culinary creations with us and Mrs 

Taylor gives us the recipe for War Cake. 

22) BASHER BEAN 

Can you help Mrs Brook continue this story? 

23) RABBIT IN THE HOUSE 

Freddie B explains what it is like having a house 

rabbit. 

24) THE GALLERY 
Some superb examples of your work 

25) REVIEWS 
A Game, a book and a film get a review from you! 

27) DORK DIARIES 
Saffron finds out all about these popular books 

28) WHO AM I? 
Can you guess who the mystery staff member is? 

29) MRS HOWELL’S QUIZ PAGE 

Can you solve these quiz questions and identify 

these logos? 

30) THE DOOR OF GOOD DEEDS 

The next three chapters of this amazing children’s 

story. 

 

 



THE DRAYTONIAN 
Welcome to the third issue of ‘The Draytonian’, our school magazine produced 

during our period of lockdown. As you can see from the contents page there is a 

wide variety of things to read about. Our pupils and staff are very creative! 

Whilst life is very different at the moment, it has at least given us all the 

opportunity to appreciate the things we have and also the chance to try things 

differently (even if we haven’t had much choice!) Whilst I’ve still been doing lots 

of school related work, it hasn’t been direct teaching. I have learnt to appreciate 

just how much I enjoy teaching a class – and yes, at times I have even missed 

the noise of the classroom! It has also made me 

realise the importance of technology. It has meant 

that we have been able to provide lessons and 

communicate online, but it has also meant we can 

keep in touch with all the people we’re not able to 

see like we normally would. 

As Mr Oldham mentions, this has also given us 

the opportunity to try things we might not normally 

have the time or energy to attempt. One of my 

projects has been painting something for the 

school – you’ll be able to see it when we are finally 

back, but I’ve included a sneak preview here. I 

really enjoyed the chance to do something I had 

not done since I was at school. I wonder what you 

will be able to achieve? I’d love to be able to share 

some of your achievements in future issues. 

Please feel free to share our magazine with family, friends and neighbours. The 

great thing about a digital magazine is that you can send it to anyone you like 

even though you can’t visit them in person.  

The next issue of The Draytonian will be available after the Easter holidays, 

which gives you plenty of time to send more things in! Thanks again for all your 

support with the magazine. I hope you all have a very Happy Easter. 

Mr Silvester 

 

If you’ve sent something to me and it isn’t in this issue, don’t worry – it will be in a future issue!  

PLEASE keep sending me things to include (and this includes parents too!). It can be anything 

– be creative! Tell us what you’re doing at home. Show us photos of your creations, your 

artwork, or just interesting things you’ve seen. Whatever it is, we’d love to include it. You can 

send as many things as you like! Email everything to me at msilvester9nrp@nsix.org.uk 

mailto:msilvester9nrp@nsix.org.uk


 

I lived in Australia for 10 years and I’m going to tell you a little bit about 

this amazing continent and our life down under! 

We lived on the outskirts of a city called Perth. Which is the capital of 

Western Australia. 

Western Australia covers one third of the Australian continent! It is 

HUGE!! 2.5 million square kilometres to be exact. 

2.5 million people live there, most of them in Perth. There is not a lot 

else outside of Perth, except bushland. 

Perth is one of the most isolated cities in the world. With the 

magnificent Indian Ocean on one side and the vast outback on the 

other, the closest Australian city is 2,200kms away. 



 

 

The beaches of Western Australia 

are amazing, there is over 

12,500km of coastline. Which 

means, we never had to step on 

anybody’s beach towel! 

Most of the kids, including Orla, 

learn to swim at the beach. They 

have a little nippers club so 

children get used to being around 

the waves at an early age. Most 

children, then go on to be Surf 

lifesavers.  

 

School for children in Australia 

usually starts a little earlier than 

here at 8.20am but they get to 

finish at 2.30pm. This is 

because it can get so hot 

(during summer up to 40 

degrees!) that kids can then 

cool off in the Indian Ocean for 

the afternoon. 

Perth school children also don’t 

know what a dinner hall is. They 

all eat their lunch outside. 

When we moved back to the 

UK, Orla found eating inside 

really strange! 



 

Australians love their 

food, they especially love 

a good BBQ and pretty 

much anything you 

wanted to eat could be 

‘slung on the Barbie!’ 

Eating outside for 

breakfast, lunch and 

dinner was the norm. 

One of our favourite things to eat was Banana Bread. In Australia 

you can get Banana Bread in every café or restaurant, even 

McDonalds have it on the menu. 

Orla and I made some this week as she was feeling a little homesick 

and it always reminds her of her life down under. I have put the 

recipe below in case anyone fancies trying it over the Easter 

holidays. 

Have a lovely Easter everyone! Mrs Holmes xxx 



 

Lots of you have been making your own rainbows for people to spot when they are 
out walking, and to spread a bit of happiness. Here are a few examples : 

 
 

 

By Evie H 

(3I) 

Millie G (4L), her 

brother (from DIS) and 

Amelia (3I) produced 

these paintings whilst 

they were in school 



 

 

Jack B (3I) and 

his brother 

created this 

huge outdoor 

rainbow in 

chalk to say 

thank you to all 

the NHS 

workers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Mrs Smith has been telling us about the caterpillars she was raising. Lets find out how they’ve 

been getting on

Day 14 

I wish I could grow that much in a 

week! The caterpillars now 

measure 4cm. They are growing 

quickly. They spend a long time 

moving around the cup and climb 

to the lid often. We have 

observed some little black balls in 

the cup. The caterpillars have 

shed their skins. They will shed 

their exoskeletons several times 

as they grow. Any day now they 

should begin the process to 

transform to butterflies. Watch 

this space!                      Mrs Smith 



  

PHOTO MAGIC! 

Mrs Haynes shares a hidden talent 

For more years than I 

care to remember, 

photography has been a 

hobby of mine. I’ll often 

have my camera (or 

phone) with me when I 

walk my dog, taking 

photos along the way. I 

find it a good way to 

relax. 

Years ago I used to 

process and print my own 

black and white 

photographs at home. I 

would be working in near 

darkness, as the film and 

paper were sensitive to 

light. It was a long 

process from beginning to 

end. 

How times have changed! 

Now I can take pictures 

and upload them onto my 

iPad, making changes to 

them in an instant. 

There are many different 

types of photography 

including landscapes, still 

life, portraits, food, macro 

and wildlife. Perhaps you 

could have a go yourself, 

have a search online for 

ideas. Have fun! 

Mrs Haynes 



 

 

 

 

 

It was decided yesterday my 

project was to design and build 

a bird house. I found an old 

piece of chip board in the shed 

and asked my dad if I could use 

it to build a bird house. We got 

some tools from Dad’s van and 

set up a work station in our 

back garden. It took 2 hours to 

build. Dad helped me use the 

power tools. Today I’ve written 

this article to show everyone 

else how to make one. 

By Harry W – 4B 

Tools used 

 Tape measure 

 Hammer  

 Screw driver 

 Level 

 Circular saw 

 Square 

 Drill 
 

Materials 

 Wood 

 Screws 

Method. 

Make the sides first. 

1. Mark 20cm lines onto the wood. 
2. Join the lines using the pencil 

and level. 
3. Use the circular saw to cut the 

wood into lengths 
4. Mark 15 degree angled line at 

one end. 
5. Cut along the angle to allow for 

a sloping roof. 
6. Drill 4mm  holes around the 

front,bottom and rear edges at 
half the thickness of the wood. 

 



Make the front, bottom and back next. 

1. Mark and cut another length of 
wood at 16cm wide 

2. Measure the height of the side at 
the front and rear then cut 2 
pieces at these lengths 

3. Measure the bottom of the side 
piece, then take off the thickness 
of the front and back pieces. Cut 
the bottom section at this length. 

 

Roof 

1. Cut a 25cm square for the roof. 
 

This is a bird box installed in 

our tree last year 

Screw all of the pieces together then drill a 25mm hole in the front, 3 

quarters of the way up. This is the right size to attract blue tits. 

Drill a 8mm hole 40mm below the 25mm hole and put a stick in this hole 

for the bird’s to stand on 

Hang the box in a high, quiet location and leave undisturbed. They will 

come and nest when they are ready. 



  

HABITAT HOMES 
Dexter H (4B) tells us about creating homes for creatures. 

How to make bug, bird or 
hedgehog homes. 
 
Bug homes can be made of 
boxes, toilet roll, rocks, sticks, 
dead grass, moss and leaves 
(and maybe some leftover 
fruit). Tip - bugs never go in 
straight away so don't get 
upset! 
 
Bird homes can be made of 
boxes, dry worms, nuts, 
seeds, leave and sticks for 
poles. Tip - try putting it up 
high. 
 
Hedgehog homes can be 
made of sticks, stones, leaves, 
boxes, dirt and grass. Tip - 
don't make bird or hedgehog 
homes near bug homes. 
 
Bugs like bright colours and 
flowers. Bird homes need 
little holes so they can get in. 
Hedgehogs need lots of 
leaves and grass to save them 
through hibernation. 
 



INTO THE UNDERGROUND 
CHAPTER 1 

Once upon a time there was a lonely fox cub who had no friends whatsoever. One day he 

was just wandering around by himself when suddenly his nose could pick up the smell of 

something that smelt a bit like chocolate. He rushed over to where the smell was coming 

from and he started to dig. He dug and dug and surprisingly he fell into a massive slide like 

tube. He slid down it. It was as long as 

an aeroplane. He suddenly came 

down with a massive bump. He 

opened his eyes and was shocked at 

what he saw….. 

 

CHAPTER 2 

He looked around and he was in a 

massive underground lair. Everyone 

he walked past seemed very joyful. He 

asked nervously if all the other foxes 

could be his friends and they all very happily said, "Yes sure." The big boss manager fox 

came up to him and said, "Call me Dave." 

He told the lonely fox [who was called Gerald] that it was a massive chocolate Easter 

factory and that he could help out if he would like to and of course Gerald said yes. 

 

CHAPTER 3 

After a long hard day of working 

Gerald went back to his house 

to tell his mum that he got hired 

for a chocolate factory 

underground. His mum [Katy] 

was very proud of him and let 

him go out and catch some fish 

in the lake for tea. When he got 

back they enjoyed a lovely meal. 

Gerald went to bed to have a good night’s sleep so he could get up early in the morning, 

meet all his new fox friends, and enjoy a good day at the chocolate factory to work hard 

and play lots of fun games.  

                                                                                                        

BY JACK D – 5H 

NATURE STORIES 



THE BIRD’S LAST WORM 

Once upon a time there was a bird called 

Alfey who loved eating worms. All his 

friends and family hated worms; they 

thought they were disgusting.  

One day he went out and found a beautiful 

forest that had lots of water. He had a little 

wander around. He loved it so much so he 

tweeted very happily. Then he found a 

little box with lots of brown things in it. 

After that he heard a big noise. He thought 

people were talking but it was a gun...someone was trying to shoot him! He was so scared 

that he bumped into a tree and fell down and down till he hit the floor. 

He found loads of worms on the floor. He ate so many that he nearly became a big bubble. 

Then he found another bird called Fred and became friends. But Fred also liked worms!   

Alfey was so confused as he thought he was the only one who liked worms. He had eaten so 

many worms that he only had the last worm in the world left so that had to be his last worm. 

Alfey was very sad, but the good thing was that he had made a friend and he lived happily 

ever after.    By Hollie D (3H) 

Oscar C in 3T produced this brilliant Cheetah factfile  



 

  

ON THE BALL!   

 Mr Arden’s Football Quiz 

I’m sure, like me, a lot of us are 

missing football at the moment. 

Here are 10 premier league 

players’ names with some letters 

missing. 

See if you can fill in the missing 

letters to reveal who they are: 
 

1) xexxio xgxexo 

2) xaxix xe xea 

3) xxexu xukkx 

4) xaxie Vaxdx 

5) xxrrx Kxxe 

6) xixgil vxn xijk 

7) xason xouxt 

8) xacx Gxexlxsh 

9) xavxd xuix 

10)Doxixix Cxlvext-xexin 

The answers will be 

in the next issue of 

the magazine! 



Teddy is one of my 

four cats. He is 

super fluffy and 

cute, he is a long 

haired cat. He has 

two really sharp 

teeth that look like 

fangs. When my 

friends come   

over, they always 

want to see Teddy 

or give him a hug. 

Mia is Teddy’s best 

friend, they always 

play together and 

sleep in the same 

spot. Teddy also 

likes to spend his time under my mum and dad’s bed. Teddy 

has green eyes and his eyes go like thin slits sometimes. He 

has a colourful collar, it has shapes on it. Teddy likes to go 

outside, he also likes to hide and eat his cat food. He also 

likes to rub his head on your legs, he does that a lot. His 

favourite place to sit is on the couch. 

 

By Autumn G (5S) 



POETRY TIME 

Lots of you have enjoyed writing some poetry whilst you’ve been at home. Here are some 

of your amazing poems, including one from our poet in residence, Ms Leigh. 

 

 

rayton Junior is the best school ever, because it makes children really, really clever!!! 

eading, writing and arithmetic, you know you got it right when you get lots of ticks!!! 

 topic lesson all about the Greeks, I wonder if they ate lots of leeks??? 

ou don’t like lessons? Then you’ll love break and lunch, run around, but never ever punch! 

ime for science where we’ll learn about friction, lots of facts but never any fiction. 

n with the day, what comes next? Hmm, aha! Music yes!!!!!!! 

ow the end of the day is here, we can do it all tomorrow so let’s give a cheer!!!!!!!!!!  

BY AMY K  

3T 

 

Here’s Amy practising her cornet during the time at home.  



  

 

Dear children of Drayton, how we miss you so, 

But there’s something important I want you to know. 

The playground is empty, the classrooms are bare, 

But there’s plenty to do to keep you from despair. 

 

For we all have music, we all have a voice, 

So spend your days singing – come on, make that choice! 

Music’s uplifting and music has power, 

Sing in the garden, the kitchen, the shower. 

 

Try singing opera – it will make you feel prouder, 

If your family shouts, “No more!” just sing even louder! 

Take up your instruments – your flutes and your drums, 

Keep playing and singing until evening comes. 

 

Play your ukuleles and strum your guitars, 

For music’s the future and you will be stars! 

Let music inspire you and fill every room, 

Stay safe, lovely children and we’ll see you all soon. 

 

By Ms Leigh 

 



COOL COOKERY 
You’ve been doing lots of cooking at home and so we share some of your photos and 

recipes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Turn over the page to see another of Mrs Taylor’s DJS Recipes 

Madison P (6F) has been busy 

making flapjacks, weighing the 

ingredients out, then cooking. 

She made them with her older 

brother Taylor. 



Mrs Taylor’s War Cake 

To tie in with their Child’s War topic, Year 4 make this tasty treat! 

 

Ingredients 

 150g sugar 

 150g raisins 

 150g currants 

 1tsp cinnamon 

 1tsp ground ginger 

 ½ tsp cloves 

 1/4tsp grated 

nutmeg 

 85g margarine 

 Pinch of salt 

 300g plain flour 

 1tsp bicarbonate of soda 

 ½ baking powder 

 

Method 

1. Place all the ingredients apart from the flour, bicarbonate of 

soda and baking powder in a saucepan with 300 ml water and 

boil together for 3 minutes. Put aside to get cold. 

2. Pre-heat oven to 180 deg. C., 350 deg. F., Gas Mark 5 and 

grease and line a 900 g (2 lb) loaf tin. 

3. Add the bicarbonate of soda and baking powder to the flour and 

mix together. Sieve into the cold mixture and stir well. 

4. Transfer the mixture to the prepared tin and bake in the pre-

heated oven for 1 hours or until a skewer inserted into the middle 

of the cake comes out clean. 



  

BASHER BEAN! 
Mrs Brooks writes part 1 of this great story and wants you to continue it! 

When Charlie Bean grew up, he was going to move to America and be a famous wrestler.  He 

had already created his own wrestling name - Basher Bean.  For years, Charlie had been working 

on his signature move.  He called it The Giant Belly Bean which he thought was a pretty catchy 

name.  It was a killer move, a cross between a belly flop and a high flying kick.  When he got 

to Craze-Mania, he was going to wear a fluorescent green leotard and a green headband.  The 

crowds would cheer loudly as he flattened his opponents with the famous Belly Bean move.  

He would hold his golden belt above his head and listen to the cheering fans, drinking in their 

wild applause.  Charlie Bean had big plans.  He was going to be a household name.  The trouble 

was, Charlie Bean was only eight years old and people don`t ever believe that little people are 

going to do big things.  

Nobody seemed to believe that Charlie was going to make it big.  All they ever said was that 

he had to try his best at school.  Just in case his plans didn`t work out. Charlie did try his best 

at school, he really did. He tried his best to concentrate, to do what he was told but it for 

Charlie it was virtually impossible.  Charlie Bean was always getting into trouble. 

“Why can`t you just sit still?” said his teachers.   

“What exactly have you been doing?” they said. 

“How do you think you`re going to get on in life if you just can`t listen?” 

Charlie thought hard but he didn`t know the answer to any of these questions.   All he knew 

was that one day, he was going to go to America and make it big.   

It`s fair to say that school wasn`t easy for Charlie.  He found it hard to sit still all the time and 

a lot of the lessons seemed to be in a different language.  They just didn`t make sense to him 

at all.  Fractions, history, reading maps – it was all very puzzling.  In fact, the only subject that 

he didn`t mind too much was English because Charlie liked writing stories.  Charlie`s stories 

were always about wrestlers, but his teacher said that his stories were difficult to read. 

“There are no capital letters or full stops,” said Mrs. Smug.  “And without them, it`s just the 

world`s longest sentence.” 

Charlie was really proud of having written the world`s longest sentence but Mrs. Smug was less 

impressed.  

Charlie Bean was in class 4S at Grim Junior School and Mrs. Smug was his teacher.  Mrs. Smug 

liked cats and the colour green.  She was less keen on children although she didn`t mind the 

quiet ones or the clever ones or the ones who didn`t cause any trouble.   She drank coffee all 

the time and was constantly shushing, so much so that some of the children started to wonder 

if she had a small puncture somewhere through which air was constantly escaping.  Mrs. Smug 

had been a teacher at the school for over twenty years.  She was looking forward to the day 

that she could retire and potter about in her garden.  She was fed up with teaching and she was 

fed up with children, especially Charlie Bean.   

In the past week, Charlie had wasted a lot of Mrs. Smug`s time.  He had given her a lot of 

headaches and she had spent a lot of her time telling him off.  Here is a list of the things that 

Charlie Bean had done in the last week… 

Let us know how you think the story should continue. Email your ideas to msilvester9nrp@nsix.org.uk 



Owning a rabbit is quite 

common but our rabbit is 

a house rabbit meaning 

she lives inside (it’s 

better to have potty 

trained ones like Muffin).  

Muffin is very cute and 

inquisitive, so she comes 

over to look at even the 

slightest of changes like a 

drawer opening or when we get a delivery and there 

is a new box. She can go anywhere downstairs in the 

house but she normally likes to be in her room in the 

daytime and then comes in the lounge at night. As 

soon as she comes in, she hops up onto the sofa and has her 

dinner. After that she decides whether to stay on the sofa and 

scrabble our cover or to hop down to run around.  If we have 

apple or her favourite, banana, she will crawl all over us until 

she gets food and then she devours it and comes back for 

more. When she is really comfy she will lay down but when she’s 

really happy she will run around really fast and jump high which is called a binky.  

How to care for a house rabbit 
- A small amount of pellets in the morning 

and at night. 

- Litter tray needs changing three times a 

week. 

- Needs brushing every week. 

- Nails trimmed once a month. 

- Fresh herbs daily. 

- Fresh water daily. 

- Injections every year.  

And most importantly lots of cuddles and love 

 

By Freddie B (6F) 



 

 

 

THE GALLERY 
We’d like to share some of your amazing artwork in our gallery. 

Email your pictures to us at msilvester9nrp@nsix.org.uk  

Rose C – 4B 

Harvey S – 5L 

Oscar C – 3T 
 Isla B – 3H 





 

 

 

 

Taylor B (4B) reviews the film 
‘Zoo’ - A 12-year old boy and 
his misfit friends enlist an 
older woman in their fight to 
save Buster the baby elephant 
during the air raids on Belfast 
in 1941. He watched this to tie 
in with the Year 4 ‘Child’s War’ 
project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Isla B (3H) wrote us this 
gleaming review of the book 
‘Dork Diaries – Party Time.’ Over 
the page, Saffy tells us more 
about the Dork Diary series.  

  



DORK DIARIES are by 

RACHEL RENEE RUSSELL 

RACHEL LIVES IN AMERICA, SHE 

HAS 3 KIDS. SHE WROTE HER 1ST 

BOOK ON THE 2 JUNE 2009. 

DORK DIARES ARE ABOUT A GIRL CALLED 

NIKKI MAXWEL AND HER STRUGGLES 

THROUGH MIDDLE SCHOOL. SHE HAS A 

CRUSH ON BRANDON AND A FRIENEMY 

CALLED MACKENZIE WHO KEEPS ON 

MAKING IT HARD FOR HER, BUT SHE PUSHES 

THROUGH WITH HER BFFS CHLOE AND ZOEY. 

IN THE 11TH BOOK SHE MEETS 

MAX CRUMBLY HER NEXT DOOR 

NEIGHBOUR’S GRANDSON. MAX 

IS ANOTHER OF RACHEL’S 

CHARACTERS.  

HER 1st BOOK SPENT 42 WEEKS 

IN THE TOP BEST SELLERS IN 

AMERICA AND STILL TODAY IT 

IS IN THE TOP BEST SELLERS.   

By Saffron S (5H) 



Who Am I? 
I work at Drayton Junior School 

 

  
When I was 8 years old, I emigrated to South Africa with my mum, 

dad and younger brother. 

Whilst on holiday in Cape Town, we went to the top of Table 
Mountain by cable car. I remember feeling quite frightened as the 
cable car started swaying from side to side near the top, as the wind 

started to pick up! 

In my previous job, I worked in the stock control department at 
Scout Shops. 

MY favourite food is spaghetti bolognaise…YUM!! 

I love rollercoasters 
and when visiting 
Seaworld in Orlando, 
Florida, I went on 
Kraken 5 times in a 
row as it had broken 
down and luckily just 
been fixed so the 
queue was short! 

 Cities I have visited include 
Amsterdam, Munich, Barcelona, 

Krakow and New York. 

I particularly enjoy drinking tea 
and eating shortbread biscuits! 

One of my favourite sports is 
tennis. 

Did you guess last issue’s Who Am I? – It was Mrs Bond – Year 4 Teacher! 

Answers next issue 



 

 

 

We are in the middle of the Easter holidays and the shops are crammed with Easter eggs, so this 

week I’ve come up with a CHOCOLATE THEMED QUIZ! 

The answers will appear in the next edition. 
 

1.  Can you name these chocolate bars? 

LAST ISSUE’S ANSWERS 

1) 7   2) Blue Whale    3) North Pole      4) Chinese       5) 5        6) 7        7) Cricket 

8) Cairo       9) 3       10) Downing Street        11) Mount Everest        12) 6 

13) 366      14) A kid       15) Charles 

LOGOS 

Oasis drink, Walkers Crisps, Google, McDonalds and 7Up 

 

 



 

 

A Knight Time Tale 

By KT Gill 

Chapter 7 

As the warm autumn sun peeked around the soft cotton clouds, Abi and Penny stirred in the 

sheltering cocoon of their heavy blankets. 

“Morning Pens,” murmured Abi stretching the sleep out of her relaxed limbs. 

“Morning to you too Abi,” answered Penny. “Oh, what a lovely sleep. This bed is so soft and 

comfy,” she continued as she turned over and snuggled down again. 

At that moment there was a gentle knock on the bedchamber’s door and it slowly opened to 

reveal a girl not much older than themselves. She was dressed in a long woven dress, tied at 

the waist by a belt. Her hair was covered by a simple woven headscarf, fastened at the nape 

of her neck. She carried with her a large pewter jug of fresh water for them to wash and 

draped over her arms was a bundle of clothes. Giving a brief curtsey she greeted them. 

“Good morning,” said Abi. “I’m Abi and this is my friend Penny.” 
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“Hiya, great to meet you,” Penny said “What’s your name?” 

The girl seemed a little shy as she replied in a quiet voice, “Thy name doth be Gwendolyn.” 

“Hi,” the girls chorused. 

“Do you like it here? Have you worked here long?” asked Penny, inquisitive as always, sitting 

up in bed and stretching as she swung her long legs over the edge. 

“I have been at the Manor all my life. All my family live on the estate; my father doth be 

Arthur, the falconer, my uncle is Merek, the woodcutter and my cousins work here too” she 

replied proudly. 

“Oh yes, Oliver mentioned your Uncle Merek to us yesterday,” Abi said before asking, “Do 

you enjoy working here?” 

“Yes, Lord Evan ‘tis a very fair man. We are most fortunate,” Gwendolyn stated. “You must 

dress with haste and meet his Lordship and Master Oliver in the solar. They are ready to 

break their fast.” The girls thanked her and she curtsied once more before she turned and 

left them alone. 

Soon the girls had washed and looked at the new clothes Gwendolyn had brought to them. 

Both dresses were beautifully hand made from brightly coloured woven cloth; one a deep 

crimson, the other a rich violet.  Ribbons tied on the sleeves and both had heavily 

embroidered bodices. 

“I can’t wear that!” exclaimed Abi, horrified. She was happiest in a pair of scruffy old jeans 

and a faded t-shirt. Whereas Penny thought it would be amazing to own a dress like that, but 

agreed with Abi that they would be more comfortable in their own clothes. Quickly they 

climbed into their uniforms and hurried down to find Lord Evan and Oliver waiting patiently 

in the solar. 

“Morning,” they called brightly as they entered the sun-lit room. Lady bounded up from her 

position near Oliver and came over to greet them with her tail wagging and tongue seeking 

areas to lick.    

Unlike many households of this time, Lord Evan believed in breaking his fast in the morning 

rather than later in the day. This was mainly due to the fact that he was often out on his 

estate for much of the day with his working men. Today, as he informed Oliver and the girls 

of his plans, he would out be out with the Steward. They had many tenants to visit and had to 

oversee the harvest and storage of the many different crops.  

Finishing his meal, he rose to leave and Lady leapt to her feet immediately sensing that 

maybe she would be leaving with him, “Not today Lady, you stay with Master Oliver,” he 

stroked her head fondly before looking at his son, “I bid you a good day. Until later,” he said 

with a nod to them all, as he went about his business. 

Abi and Penny looked at Oliver expectantly, “So what are our plans for today, Oliver?” Abi 

asked him, as Lady returned to curl up as his feet. 



“I propose we try to unearth your door. We must seek out each passageway of the Manor... 

Perchance you were mistaken?” he asked. 

Penny looked at Abi before replying, shaking her head, “No, Oliver. It was definitely in the 

passageway below your bedchamber. If it had been anywhere else we wouldn’t have heard you 

and so we wouldn’t have found you.” 

“Tis true Penny, forgive me, I hath forgotten your reason for seeking me yesterday,” he said 

with a shake of his head. 

“Nothing to forgive, but what’re we going to do then?” Abi asked again, impatiently. 

Oliver sat quietly, deep in thought. Before he could answer Penny burst out enthusiastically, 

“How about we visit the stables? I’d love to see your horses and maybe we could sort out 

about you learning to ride?” 

“Great idea Pens,” stated Abi. “I’d love to learn too. Yes, that’s what we’ll do. Hey, Oliver, 

fancy your first lesson today?” she grinned cheekily at his discomfort. 

“What!” he exclaimed, almost choking on a sweet biscuit. “My father has stated I must not 

ride, ever!” But in truth he secretly was excited at the prospect. 

“But you want to, don’t you?” Abi encouraged, looking at Penny and smiling. 

Penny nodded at Oliver, “One day Oliver, all this will be yours and you want to be prepared to 

take on the role that your father will leave you. Gwendolyn said how well thought of he is by 

everyone. You must want to be just like him. Don’t you” 

“I cannot disagree, he is good to our people, but how can I learn to be a squire, a Lord, when 

my father confines me so?” Oliver again slipped back to the sad boy they met yesterday. 

Abi and Penny sat quietly for a moment, puzzling over Oliver’s problem, when all of a sudden 

Abi jumped up in the air and gleefully clapped her hands together, startling Lady who 

bounded round the table like a mad thing. “I’ve got it!” Abi cried. 

“Really; what?” Penny asked, intrigued. 

“Well, I was just thinking about the lovely clothes that Gwendolyn brought to us in our 

chamber this morning. If we had dressed in them, we would fit in here perfectly. Dressed as 

we are, we stick out like a sore thumb. So, I was thinking, why don’t we dress Oliver in 

something different when he rides? That way even if his father is at the Manor, he won’t 

recognise him!” she enthused. 

Oliver gasped, and he too rose from his chair horror spreading across his face, “I doth not 

wear clothes of young ladies!” 

Abi and Penny took one look at him and couldn’t help but laugh aloud, his face was a picture. 

“No, don’t worry Oliver, not those clothes, but maybe you could borrow some from the men 

who work here at the manor, or in the stables? I shouldn’t think they would mind if you wore 

them,” chuckled Abi to Oliver’s relief. 



Seeing Abi’s plan clearly, Penny thought it might work. “Yes, but I think we’ll have to borrow 

some too,” 

“Good point Pens,” she agreed, “People would soon guess it’s Oliver if they saw us with him.” 

Oliver was beginning to see how the plan might work. Seeing this Penny encouraged, “Come on 

Oliver, it will be great fun, really. You’ll love it once you’ve had a go. I started riding when I 

was five. The pony I had seemed so big at the start, but I soon got used to it,” she reassured 

him. 

Oliver sat in silence for a few moments, carefully thinking through the idea that Abi had 

come up with. “Very well, I doth agree to such a proposal. This may be a way I can achieve 

the approval of my Liege and begin the path to manhood. We must go to Will, our ostler. His 

love for our horses knows no bounds. But I must warn you, Will cannot hear the spoken word.” 

“Oh, poor Will,” soothed Penny. “But I’m sure we’ll be able to make him understand our plan.” 

They quickly finished their meal. An air of excitement buzzed around them as they left the 

sun drenched solar and crossed the cobbled courtyard, with the autumn sun warming their 

backs, to the stable block with Lady trotting faithfully at Oliver’s heels. The courtyard’s 

cobbles here had been worn smooth by the hooves of many horses over the years. Upon 

reaching the open doorway, with her tail wagging furiously, Lady raced in and disappeared. 

Entering the stable block; Penny’s eyes lit up as the familiar equine smells assaulted her 

nostrils. She abruptly realised how much she had missed her weekly riding lessons on 

Debonair, the grey mare she rode at her riding school back in London. Along the far wall, 

many stalls were home to an array of horses. The stall nearest to the doorway was empty 

though.  

Following Penny’s gaze, Oliver explained that his father’s horse was usually kept in that 

particular stall. “’Tis where my father’s black stallion, Midnight, is housed, he is an amazing 

beast; fast and strong!” In the next stall was a sturdy looking horse and Lady sitting, 

relaxed, at its side. “This one is Red, he is a chestnut stallion. He doth be my favoured 

stallion. If I were to desire a horse of my own, it doth be this one.” Gently Oliver stroked 

Red’s neck and Red then lowered his majestic head down to nuzzle both Oliver and then, 

dipping his head further, Lady. This was the horse they had seen briefly yesterday, thinking 

they had stumbled on a play rehearsal. To Penny and Abi it was obvious that Oliver loved this 

horse; and equally clear that Red loved both Oliver and Lady. 

Red then began searching Oliver’s tunic pockets, his probing lips working their way inside. 

“No, Red, there doth be no apples or carrots at present. There has been no time for a trip to 

the store rooms.” He told the horse, gently moving his head away from his clothes. 

Abi & Penny were amazed that like Oliver’s dog, this horse behaved as if he too were from 

the 21st century. “He’s just like the ponies at the riding stables I had my lessons at, always 

looking for food,” said Penny laughing. At the mention of food Lady gave a sharp bark and all 

three laughed. 



Walking further into the stables, Penny stopped at another stall. “Oh, this one is beautiful,” 

she exclaimed, gently rubbing the velvet nose of a jet black mare. 

“Indeed she is. She has beauty on the inside too. Her name is Grace...” began Oliver but he 

was interrupted by Penny. 

“Grace; that’s my Mum’s name!” she excitedly announced, stroking the horse affectionately. 

Then, suddenly, she felt tears pricking her eyes. Would she ever see her mum again? As if 

reading her mind, Abi gently rested a hand on her arm, while looking at her and smiled. 

Oliver smiled too, before he carried on with his introductions, “And this,” he said pointing to 

the next stall, “is Lunar. She is Grace’s sister. Lunar has a white star on her forehead. 

Midnight is their father and Harmony over there is their mother,” indicating a grey mare, 

just like the one Penny rode. 

“She’s lovely! Oh Abi, she’s just like Debs, you know, my pony from the stables back home in 

London,” Penny squealed in delight, as she reached out to rub the velvet hair between 

Harmony’s warm, friendly eyes. Abi nodded, remembering the many times Penny had spoken 

of her horse. 

“You may ride her while you stay here with us,” offered Oliver, pleased by Penny’s 

excitement and wanting to make her feel happy. 

Just then Lady barked and whisked off to greet a young man who was carrying in some fresh 

bedding on a sharp pitch fork. The young man was Will, the ostler. Oliver and Will were firm 

friends, and it was apparent Oliver was no stranger to the stables, despite his father not 

wanting him to ride for fear of getting hurt. Will was a young man, in his early twenties, 

approximately seven years older than Oliver’s 14. He was tall and very strong with broad 

shoulders used to carrying heavy loads. Perched on top of his head was a cloth cap but it 

couldn’t disguise his shock of unruly blond hair. 

Will and Oliver communicated using a variety of hand gestures, and then Oliver turned to the 

girls and introduced them. Will bowed politely in greeting. 

Abi then looked at Oliver and urged him to ask Will to help teach him to ride. Oliver 

hesitated so Abi just went ahead. She pointed to Oliver, then a horse and then pretended to 

climb up on one by throwing her leg over the back of an imaginary horse, grabbed some 

imaginary reins and galloped up and down the walkway. 

At this spectacle, Will, Oliver and Penny almost collapsed with laughter, while Lady chased 

after her thinking it was a new game. Abi, breathless, galloped back to them, pulled on the 

reins to halt her ‘horse’ and pretended to dismount. 

Again she pointed at Oliver, the horses in their stalls and then at Will. Still smiling, he raised 

an eyebrow and looked enquiringly at Oliver, who just shrugged his shoulders. Will raised the 

eyebrow even higher, he understood perfectly what Abi was asking him and he knew too, that 

Oliver would dearly love to ride.  



Finally, Oliver nodded, “Yes!” 

Chapter 8 

Will smiled and clasped Oliver on the shoulders. He nodded his head, how he had waited for 

this day! He knew it would come, but just didn’t know when. These two young ladies had 

achieved in only one day what he had tried to accomplish for years. Oliver was going to learn 

to ride and Will knew, without doubt, which horse would help him in this process. 

Following many gestures, from all four of them it was decided that Oliver would begin his 

lessons later that day when some clothes had been found for him and the girls to wear. Will 

had a younger brother, Matthew, of similar age and height to Oliver and it was arranged that 

Will would take them in the cart to his family’s home to collect some of his clothes, and some 

smaller things for Abi and Penny. 

Will and Oliver put bridles on Grace and Lunar and led them out to the cart in the courtyard 

where they soon had them backed into position and harnessed ready for the journey. 

As they were about to leave, Oliver suddenly darted off to the kitchens on the opposite side 

of the courtyard. He called over his shoulder to Abi and Penny, “Settle into thy cart and I 

shalt return with haste.” 

They did as Oliver asked, although it was a simple wooden cart with a bench seat for Oliver 

and Will at the front and two benches running parallel on either side of the rear, it looked 

both new and well cared for.  Abi and Penny scrambled up into the back and settled opposite 

each other to await Oliver’s return. Will stood between the two mares holding the bridles 

and stroking their gentle faces.  

Soon Oliver returned with a large woven sack slung over one shoulder and a package that held 

Lady’s interest in his other hand. Seeing these Will smiled at Oliver in understanding and 

gave a polite bow. Oliver explained to both girls that he couldn’t arrive at Will’s family home 

empty handed; in the package that Lady was sniffing were some samples of Alys’ baking and 

the sack held a side of venison. Abi and Penny both agreed that it was kind and generous of 

him. They couldn’t believe that they had met Oliver only a day ago; it seemed as if they had 

known him forever and this gesture seemed so typical of his thoughtful nature. 

Will’s mother, Edith, had practically raised him following his own mother’s death. Oliver still 

loved to visit her whenever he could. The life he had for those first two years in Will’s 

bustling home couldn’t have been more different to the quiet life he now lived in the manor 

with his father. Oliver never complained though, he excepted that was how it had to be, but 

a part of him still felt like he was going home when he made this short journey, the only 

journey his father permitted without special consent. 

Loading his gifts in the rear of the cart, he whistled Lady away from them. Climbing up into 

the front seat and was promptly joined by Will who grabbed the reins and clicked the horses 

forward with Lady walking beside them. 



The hooves clattered and the wheels gently rolled and reeled over the uneven cobbles, 

echoing as they went under the archway. The horses nodded in excitement as they trotted 

steadily over the bridge and turned to the east, with the sunlight casting dappled shadows 

through the remaining leaves in their path. Lady bounded along like a mad thing, kicking up 

some of the crunchy golden leaves in her wake. She knew where they were headed and she 

was sniffing for those delicious smells, for she knew that something would be offered to her 

when they reached their destination. 

“This would be the school driveway, wouldn’t it Pens?” asked Abi, looking round at the 

familiar yet strange countryside. 

“Umm, think so,” replied Penny, then continued as she noticed the young trees that lined the 

track, “Yes, look!” she pointed. 

They swiftly trotted along and soon headed towards a small cluster of simple wood and stone 

huts which were situated where many of the homes in Granston village now stood. Some of 

these small dwellings had outbuildings which may have housed a horse, one in particular they 

could identify as the local blacksmiths due to the smoke rising from the fire at the forge. 

The smithy waved his cap as he saw Will drive past with Master Oliver alongside him, Oliver 

in turn called ‘good day’ to the man.  

It appeared to Abi and Penny that Oliver was much liked by the tenants, even though Oliver 

felt that he could never live up to his father. Maybe he was just lacking in self esteem, felt 

he was living in his father’s shadow.... Abi and Penny were confident that they could help 

Oliver achieve his dream. First the riding lessons and then maybe they could lend a hand in 

some other way. Who knew how long they would be stuck here...? 

Finally they arrived at Will’s home; his mother had spotted him and stood at the door to 

greet both her son and Oliver.  

“Edith, my greetings,” Oliver bowed as she curtsied. He collected the two packages from the 

rear of the cart and this is when Edith saw Abi and Penny for the first time. She gasped and 

clutched her shawl tightly around her shoulders. “Do not fear; these are my new friends. 

They shall dwell with our Liege and myself at the manor anon,” Oliver reassured her. 

Abi and Penny smiled as Oliver quickly explained who they were. Edith doubtfully looked from 

Oliver, to the girls and then at Will who, too, was smiling and nodding. “Then you are most 

welcome here. Please, enter,” she said relaxing, then stepped away from the door to let them 

in. Lady needed no encouragement and shot through the open doorway, settling herself down 

in front of the roaring fireplace. Edith, again, curtsied in thanks as Oliver offered her the 

gifts he had brought for her. 

Soon, everyone was sitting in the small but comfortable room of the cottage. Much of the 

simple furniture had been made by Merek, whilst the rugs scattered on the floor, which Lady 

found very relaxing, were created by Edith’s fair hands.  



Edith told stories of when Oliver and her son Matthew were babies. She had been Oliver’s 

wet nurse when Lady Cassandra died, Matthew had been born only two weeks before Oliver’s 

birth and rather than move her to live in the Manor house, which was normal custom, Lord 

Evan had decided she could stay with her family and he visited his son daily. 

One story Edith loved to tell about Matthew and Oliver, was when they both began walking at 

just 11 months. She had left them in Will’s care in the scullery while she tended to the 

endless pile of dirty laundry in the adjoining small wash room. Before long, Will became 

frustrated trying to keep the terrible two amused and so let them out into the yard. Typical 

of young boys they headed towards the dirtiest, muddiest areas and by the time Edith had 

realised what was going on Matthew and Oliver had got into the sty with the pigs and were 

not looking or smelling too clean! Ironically this was the last time Will was called on to 

babysit! 

Oliver and Matthew, embarrassed, left Edith and the girls with the talk of their babyhood 

and went, with Will, in search of some suitable clothes for their disguises.  

Abi and Penny soon learned all about Will’s family. Merek, his father, had worked for Lord 

Evan all his life and now managed all the estate’s woodland. He and Edith had a large family 

and felt privileged with their life on the estate and the comfortable cottage they lived in. 

Will was their eldest child; he had worked hard in the stables for almost ten years, and now 

had his own quarters there. Alinor their eldest daughter had married the previous year and 

lived with her husband in the nearby village of Marsham. They were expecting their first 

baby in a few months time. The next two children in the family were Hannah (kitchen maid at 

the Manor) and Matthew (who was due to begin his training with his father), followed by 

Benedict, 11 years old and Malkyn, just 9. Being the youngest child, Malkyn was adored by 

everyone who met her. It was easy to see why; she had beautiful fair hair that hung in 

ringlets to her waist, crystal blue eyes and the most appealing of smiles. 

Hearing her name mentioned by her mother, Malkyn came in from the scullery to meet their 

visitors. Soon Abi and Penny were captivated by her endless charm. She led them outside to 

the yard, a place she loved as it meant she was with her beloved animals. They helped her to 

feed the hens and geese that the family kept. Benedict was also in the yard, at the far end, 

in the sty, busy feeding the pigs.  

In these times, large families were sometimes a burden with the extra mouths to feed, but 

it seemed that Will’s family were lucky. They were healthy and were able to produce enough 

food for themselves, although everyone had to help out and do their fair share of the 

chores. 

All too soon, Oliver called to say that they must return to the Manor. Reluctantly, Abi and 

Penny said their goodbyes leaving Benedict and Malkyn in the yard. As they walked towards 

the cart they stopped to thank Edith. 

“It was a joy to meet such young ladies. Please, come to us again. Malkyn and Benedict will 

await your next visit with impatience,” she said earnestly. 



Safely in the cart, Oliver whistled Lady who ambled out of the cottage, reluctant to leave 

her cosy spot in front of the fireplace, especially as Malkyn had found a tasty bone for her 

to chew on! Feeling sorry for her Abi called her and Lady leapt up to join the girls in the back 

of the cart. 

Laughing Oliver said, “She has thy fooled I see! Come, we must leave with haste. Woodward 

family, I bid thee all a good day,” he called, as he climbed up to sit beside Will for the short 

journey home. 

As soon as Oliver had settled, Will flicked the reins and they set off back to the Manor with 

Abi and Penny waving goodbye, until Will’s family disappeared as they turned a corner in the 

track to pass by the Smithy once more. Lady soon rested her soft head on Penny’s feet and 

soon shut her eyes, lulled by the gentle rocking of the cart. Happily they trundled through 

the village, with Abi & Penny giggling at the stories of a young Oliver and Matthew.  

Before long, they had arrived at the turning which led them to the tree lined track back to 

the manor. The shadows were shorter now, as the autumnal sun stretched higher, shining 

brightly in the clear cobalt sky. 

Upon reaching the courtyard, Abi was surprised to find that it was time for the midday meal. 

“There is no time to waste, my friends; we must hasten to the solar. I know not if my father 

will be there. We must not be delayed,” Oliver urgently hurried Abi and Penny from the cart. 

With a flourish, Oliver bade Will goodbye and with Lady at his heels they raced across the 

cobbles to the passageway to take them to the solar; Oliver fearful that his father may have 

returned from his morning’s labours. 

Chapter 9 

Oliver’s fears were unfounded, for while they had been visiting Will’s family, word had been 

sent via a farmhand that Lord Evan was calling on his tenants with his reeve and would not be 

returning until later in the day. The reeve, like the steward, assisted his father in the 

smooth running of Granston Manor estate. This time of year there was much to be done on an 

estate of this size and the reeve ensured that all the peasants worked a full day with no 

slacking. Lord Evan was a good and fair master but he expected everyone on the estate to 

work hard if they wished to share in the rewards. 

Following their simple but filling meal, of bread, meat, cheese and a freshly baked dessert, 

they left the solar which was bathed in an early afternoon glow. Oliver, Abi and Penny walked 

contentedly along the passageway to their chambers, as did Lady. She thoroughly licked her 

lips, happy with all the tit-bits she had managed to scrounge from the three of them. 

“Phew, if we’re here too long Oliver, we’ll be a big as Will’s family’s pigs!” commented Abi, 

holding her full stomach. 

“Yes,” agreed Penny, “the cooks here are great. That apple tart was delicious!” 



Oliver smiled, he was happy to see his new friends’ content. “I will pass word to Alys of thy 

pleasure. The apples are grown in our orchard, we are most fortunate. Perchance, I have seen 

some of the apple pickers eat these raw...!” 

“Mmmm, I bet they are yummy and sweet,” said Penny, ruffling Lady’s head. 

“You would eat the fruit raw!” replied Oliver horrified. “Perchance, twill give thee the 

vapours?” 

Abi and Penny looked at each other puzzled, before Abi said, “Why yes Oliver. It’s good for 

you to eat plenty of fresh fruit. In fact it’s now recommended that everyone should eat five 

portions of fruit and vegetables each day as a way to keep fit and healthy.” 

Now Oliver was puzzled, “This sounds most strange to me.... do thou not have to cook all 

these to make sure they are clean?” he asked. Eating anything raw was unheard of for 

someone of Oliver’s status. It was considered impure to eat such things uncooked. 

“No, not all, we eat a lot of fruit and vegetables raw. In fact I love carrot sticks too,” Penny 

put in as Lady eyed her hopefully at the mention of something she knew to be food! 

“Hmm, like Red, I believe,” chuckled Oliver, as he smiled at Penny. “You have many strange 

customs in your time, my friends.” 

“Yes, I suppose it would seem like that for you, just as some things about your way of life 

here seem strange to us,” she replied. 

“But at the same time that’s what makes being here so interesting, Oliver,” Abi said 

enthusiastically. “This is the best History lesson anyone could ever have. We’ve learnt more 

about 15th century since being here than in all the lessons we’ve had put together!” 

“Yes, that’s true. We’re living history!” exclaimed Penny and the two girls laughed. Oliver soon 

joined in, pleased that his new friends were enjoying being at the manor with him. 

“Come, we must change into our disguises. I cannot wait to climb on Red’s back.... I feel 

excitement but anxiety also,” said Oliver as they reached the spiral stairs leading to their 

bedchambers. “Lady, come!”  

Penny stopped and turned to face him, “Just as you have said to us many times; it will be fine 

Oliver!” She smiled to reassure him. 

Abi too was feeling like Oliver but she smiled and said, “Race you to get changed and meet 

you at the stables with Will.” 

All three ran off giggling, just as children should, as they were about to embark on a new 

adventure together. Lady bounced along at Oliver’s heels. 

Before long, they met again in the courtyard, on the way to the stables. Abi and Penny looked 

very pleased with their outfits. Edith had picked out some rough, woollen, green breeches, 

shirts and shabby jerkins of soft brown leather for all of them. The boots were old but 

comfortable, made from leather, with thin strips for laces.  



Oliver seemed a little uncomfortable in his outfit. He had been used to wearing clothing 

made from the finest woven fabrics all his life and kept scratching his neck where the 

course wool made him itch. 

“Oh do stop that, people will think you have fleas!” Abi scolded him, pushing his hand down. 

“I do beg thy pardon,” Oliver politely replied, then looking cheekily at Penny he began to 

scratch again and added, “It will help with my disguise, I wager!” 

The girls laughed at that, agreeing, and they continued towards the stables.  

“Where’s Lady, Oliver?” asked Penny curiously. 

Oliver appeared a bit sheepish, “I concluded it paramount that she stay in my chambers. I 

doth not want her to excite Red, not on my first lesson.” 

Nodding in agreement, Abi and Penny thought that was a sensible idea. Much as they were 

beginning to love Lady, and would miss her during the afternoon, the most important thing 

was that Oliver was safe. If he had an accident during his first lesson, his father would 

never be persuaded to let him learn to be a knight, which, they now knew, was Oliver’s 

greatest wish.  

Spying Will, they quickened their pace to greet him. He took one look at them and nodded his 

approval.  

Soon they were sorting out bridles, brass stirrups, bards and saddles. Oliver, with help from 

Will tacked up Red while Penny helped Abi tack up Lunar. Then Penny got Harmony ready 

while Will saddled Grace, his favourite.  

“Debonair would love a thick blanket like this,” Penny murmured, as she stroked the soft wool 

of the bard that Will had given her for Harmony. Together they led the horses from the 

stables to the courtyard. 

“I feel most strange,” Oliver said looking worried. 

Will put a reassuring hand on his arm, then held Red’s reins and gestured for Oliver to mount. 

Oliver hesitated so Abi said she’d go first and Penny held Lunar’s reins for her. 

Abi stood on Lunar’s left hand side and with her left hand on the saddle she raised her left 

foot into the stirrup. Bouncing once she heaved herself up, straightened her leg, swung her 

right leg up and over Lunar’s back and lowered herself into the saddle before finding the 

other stirrup with her right foot. 

“There!” she said with satisfaction as she looked challengingly at Oliver. Will, too, looked at 

him with eyes pleading his friend to take this first step in learning to ride. 

“Your turn, Oliver,” encouraged Penny as she quickly repeated Abi’s moves with a confidence 

that her many years of riding gave her. 

Oliver looked at Will and gave a brief nod before standing at Red’s side ready to mount him 

for the first time. Red turned and gently nuzzled Oliver as if to hurry him. Oliver understood 



and swiftly, but with less finesse, repeated the actions of the girls. Once he was sure that 

Oliver was settled in Red’s saddle, Will passed the reins to him and mounted his own horse. 

Oliver, with a smile as wide as the oceans, suggested they walk the horses around the 

courtyard. To Will, he signalled with his hand and made circular gestures. Understanding Will 

nodded and set off next to Oliver, with Abi and Penny doing the same behind. 

“Feel the movement of your horse Abi,” she said, “and hold the reins gently. They will just 

follow behind Red and Grace, so don’t worry.” 

“It feels so strange Pens; all bumpy under my bum!” said Abi uncertainly, sure she would fall 

at any moment. 

“You’re doing great; just make sure you keep your heels down in the stirrups. It will make you 

feel more secure,” encouraged Penny, trying to remember the basic instructions from when 

she was a beginner. 

Abi pushed he heels down, lengthening her calf muscles; it all felt very strange but sure 

enough she was beginning to feel more stable in her lofty seat. 

“That’s better, feeling more comfy?” Penny asked. 

Scoffing, Abi replied, “Wouldn’t say that but I think I’m beginning to get it.” 

Oliver, hearing Penny’s words, copied the instructions and turned to Will with a smile, “I will 

achieve my aim. My thanks to thee, my friend!” Although Will could not hear the words, he 

understood and returned Oliver’s smile. 

“Right, next let’s check you’re holding the reins right?” continued Penny. 

“Well, they’re in my hands, what can be wrong?” Abi replied looking down at her hands.  

“Okay, smarty pants!” retorted Penny and then went on. “Make sure you hold them so they go 

over your index fingers, then between your ring and little fingers, and then clasp your 

thumbs to your index fingers. Also you need your wrists up-right as if you’re going to shoot a 

gun, not flat. Just look at mine if you’re not sure.” 

“Pray do tell, Penny, what doth be a gun?” enquired Oliver, puzzled. 

“Oh, nothing to worry about, but that’s great. You’re holding the reins perfectly,” she 

encouraged them both. 

The four were slowly walking along the longest side of the courtyard, when Abi suddenly 

realised the corner was approaching. “How’d you steer this thing?” she asked, a little 

panicked. 

“Calm down, Abi! It’s easy, sit in your saddle and just rotate your body so your shoulders are 

pointing in the direction you want the horse to go in,” explained Penny patiently. 

“Think a steering wheel would be easier!” Abi muttered in reply. 



Again, Oliver had overheard, “Perchance a ‘steering wheel’ is some new horse riding tack from 

thy time Abi?” he asked. 

“If only!” she replied. But she had to admit that as they approached the corner and she 

turned her body to the left, Lunar obeyed and turned the corner too. Maybe she’d get the 

hang of this. 

“Heavens be, this feels magnificent!” exclaimed Oliver, smiling; his eyes alight with passion. 

He had dreamed of this moment; riding Red, and now he was. “This is most excellent!” 

Gently, with slowly increasing confidence, the group walked around the courtyard. Before 

long the shadows lengthened and Will indicated that they should ride back to the stables. 

Dismounting with some reluctance, Oliver beamed like the cat that had got the cream, and 

clasped Will tightly by the shoulders. 

“My friend!” he exclaimed “My future is secured. I thank you.” Turning to Abi and Penny he 

continued, “I must thank thee too, my new friends. I would not have had such a day if not for 

thee both.” He then gave a little bow. 

Abi and Penny both dismounted. They were so pleased to see Oliver so happy and moved to 

give him a hug. Penny knew, though, that this was the first in a long line of steps. Riding the 

horses gently round the courtyard was easy compared to galloping across open fields, or, 

heaven forbid, charging into battle in full armour as a knight! 

“Ouch!” shrieked Abi.  Rubbing her sore bottom she smiled at Oliver, “Maybe you won’t thank 

us later!” 

Penny laughed at her, “Oh, you’ll be alright. After a good soak in the bath you’ll be right as 

rain!” 

“But that’s just it, Pens, I haven’t seen a bath...!” she replied in a whisper. 

Penny realised, that she too hadn’t seen anything other than their water jugs for washing and 

so approached Oliver with the question, “Is it possible we could have a bath?”  

“Of course, if you feel you require it. It is something we have for our day of rest. I will ask 

Gwendolyn to bring up the tub for thee.” He replied, slightly puzzled. 

Quickly, they unharnessed the horses and rubbed them down before returning them to their 

stalls in the stables. Next they wiped the tack clean and hung it all up on the special hooks 

that Will pointed to at the end of the main tack room, which doubled up as part of his 

quarters. Will proudly showed the girls his bunk and a closet with his belongings in. He had 

many wooden items that Oliver explained Will’s father had made for him. Merek was a very 

talented carver and it appeared that Will had inherited some of that talent when Abi picked 

up an almost finished carving of a horse’s head and Will indicated that it was some of his own 

work. 



“That’s beautiful Will,” Abi said, turning it in her hands. She realised it was of Grace, Will 

truly had captured the horse’s elegance. 

“You are very clever, Will,” agreed Penny taking the carving from Abi and examining it 

herself. “It’s amazing!” 

Although Will was unable to hear the words spoken to him, he was able to understand the 

girl’s feelings and their reaction to seeing his work. He smiled and gestured his thanks to 

them by placing his hands together in front of his chest, as if in prayer, and briefly nodding. 

After putting everything away in the tack room they carried through clean straw and hay 

from the stores for all the horses. Finally, the water troughs were filled from the courtyard 

pump. It was hard work for Abi and Penny as they were not used to it, but it was clear that it 

was something that Oliver did regularly with Will, as the two worked at an impressive pace. 

All too soon, their afternoon came to an end and they bid Will good bye as they crossed back 

across the courtyard to the living quarters. 

“That was a great afternoon, Oliver. Phew, I’m shattered now though!” stated Abi, rolling her 

shoulders to ease the slight stiffness from her muscles. 

“I take much pleasure in it also. And, yes, I too feel tired and shall look to retire early. First 

we must make to our chambers and relieve ourselves of these clothes,” he replied. 

“I’d almost forgotten about that,” said Penny, looking down at the now mud splattered 

garments they were wearing. 

“Come, my friends, let us hasten before we are spied upon,” insisted Oliver, suddenly worried 

that they might be spotted and their plans spoiled. Now he had taken the first step, nothing 

must stop him! 

Soon they had climbed the stairs to their chambers and almost immediately Gwendolyn 

knocked on the door. 

“Come in,” Penny called, from her bed where she lay. 

“Your tub, my ladies,” stated Gwendolyn, as two servants carried in a large round wooden tub. 

Behind was a line of younger maids carrying jugs of hot water.  

Once the tub was full of fresh, hot, steaming water the girls peeled off their soiled 

garments and thankfully climbed in to relax their complaining bodies.  

Afterwards they dressed in their school uniforms again and sat down on the comfy beds to 

await their call for dinner. 

“These clothes are getting a bit stinky, aren’t they Pens?” commented Abi, having a good 

sniff at her blouse. 

“Speak for yourself!” replied Penny throwing a heavily embroidered cushion at Abi’s head. 



“Hey, what’s that for?” said Abi picking it up and lobbing it back as she explained what she 

meant. “Well, after wearing them for a couple of days and visiting with Will’s pigs and going 

to the stables in them too...They are beginning to ... well, hum a bit, aren’t they?” 

“Maybe we should ask Oliver if we could wash them out and they could dry over night by the 

fire?” mussed Penny. 

“Yeah, we’ll ask when we go down for dinner. I’m starved! All that hard work has certainly 

given me an appetite!” Abi continued, absent-mindedly rubbing her empty stomach. 

“Mmm me too,” answered Penny, as Gwendolyn knocked at their door to inform them that 

their food was ready. They rushed to the stairs, meeting Oliver in the corridor with a very 

happy Lady lolloping beside him. 

“Ladies?” he said, as he offered each girl an arm and they walked together to the solar, 

where the evening meal was to be served. 
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Find out what happens to Abi and Penny in their time travelling journey only in 

the next issue of The Draytonian. 

We hope you’ve enjoyed our latest issue.  We look forward to being able to 

include even more of your articles and features in the next issue. Email all 

your submissions to msilvester9nrp@nsix.org.uk 


